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Abstract 
We are developing an approach for predicting emergent swarm behavior.  The swarms consist of agents tasked with tagging 
targets in simple grid worlds.  These swarms are interesting because of their emergent behavior.  The path length distributions 
capture the local probabilistic information.  We use networks of simple probabilistic graphs of this local information to model the 
collective behavior.  These networks of local models predict the proportion of agents in each region at a given step.  This allows 
us to predict the effectiveness of tagging in a large grid world given choices of local action by individual agents.  We explain the 
approach, its limitations, and future directions of research. 
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1. Introduction 
Swarm robotics is a distributed approach to robotics involving large numbers of simple robots that take their 
inspiration from social insect swarms.  Some of the potential applications of swarms of robots are exploration, 
search and rescue, and construction.  The large numbers of agents along with their simplicity suggests it may one 
day be possible to use swarms of robots effectively in hazardous environments; something one would be less 
inclined to do with few, more complex robots.  Despite the advantages that using swarms of robots may bring it is 
difficult to design controllers for the individual robots that produce a specified collective behavior.  There have been 
many modeling, analysis, and verification methods proposed in the literature that seek to better understand or predict 
the behavior of swarms, assisting in their design.  A number of them make use of macroscopic models, many of 
which are stochastic models that track the density of the swarm over time in continuous worlds.  Sets of differential 
equations have been used to produce macroscopic models of swarm density and population fractions associated with 
different behaviors [1,2].  Brambilla et al. use Deterministic Time Markov Chains (DTMC) to model state 
transitions to assist in swarm robotics system design [3].  Ranjbar-Sahraei et al. predict future behavior by using 
Markov chains representing transitions into successively better states to model a swarm coverage scenario [4]. 
Lancaster et al. used metrics to predict swarm performance in a search and tag scenario [5].   
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In this paper, we introduce preliminary work toward an approach to predicting swarm behavior by tracking swarm 
density in uniform segments of discrete worlds over time using networks of simple probabilistic graphs. These 
discrete world simulations are very simple but they demonstrate very complex behavior that has proven to be a
challenge to analyze.  To build the networks, we use distributions of lengths of agent path prefixes for each of the
different segments of a world as a concise representation of swarm dynamics.  For validation, we look at the
stepwise occupation in each segment. We also use the networks to make predictions about the expected number of 
steps required for the swarm to reach different locations. These networks model the swarm dynamics and have the
potential to increase our understanding of swarm behavior and to allow important predictions.  This is important for 
the design and evaluation of swarm robotic systems. In this paper, we explain the experimental design and briefly 
discuss future directions.
2. Experimental Design
We consider discrete grid worlds populated with untagged targets.  Untagged targets are detectable by the 
omnidirectional heat sensor from 3 cells away.  Agents start out facing north at the bottom edge of the world at step 
0 in every cell that is adjacent to a segment.  They then move through the world tagging the targets and leaving them
behind as obstacles.  Agents, targets, and obstacles are detectable by the directional sonar from 3 cells away. An
of cells as the agent.  We use simple agents that do not 
communicate and respond only to local stimuli.  In each step agents take turns making a single action, not including
tagging. The agents move forward until they either sense heat or collide with an object. If they detect heat and no
obstacles they proceed forward.  If they detect heat and an obstacle ahead of them they proceed forward. If they
happen to collide with an object at this point they turn right or left, each with a probability of 0.5.  If they collided
with an object and the object was a target it is now tagged, becomes an obstacle, and no longer produces heat.  If
they detect heat and one or more obstacles but no obstacle ahead of them they rotate clockwise or counter-
clockwise, each with a probability of 0.5, and face the direction in which they first detect the presence of an
obstacle.   If they do not detect heat but collide they turn right or left, each with a probability of 0.5.
The worlds are borderless grids with a width of 27 cells and a height of 52 cells. These dimensions, along with
the other chosen parameters, are arbitrary but sufficient to capture how agents move through a uniform pattern world
of a given pattern from their starting position to the far side. Since the worlds are borderless, walls are not 
detectable by sonar and agents that leave the world never return. We segment the worlds into 5 x 5 cell segments
producing 10 rows and 5 columns of segments (for a total height and width of 50 and 25 cells, respectively), offset 
from all sides by 1 cell.  Simulations run for 75 steps and for each world we combine data over 10,000 simulations.
There are 24 agents in each simulation.  There are a total of 1,000,000 agent paths in the combined data. This data
comprises one path encoding for each agent (24 per simulation), each one representing the path, or sequence of 
segment, cell, and orientation, one per step, that an agent followed from the step that they entered the first segment 
until the step before they exited the last segment. Each path encoding includes the step at which the agent entered
the first segment.  The step of each pose in the sequence can be determined by adding this value to its index in the 
sequence.  
We begin our modeling by calculating an agent path prefix length distribution for each segment of the world.  For
a given segment s and path p, we are interested in any prefixes <p0,p1 pi> of p where segment(pi) = s and 
where segment(pi+1) either does not exist (the agent left the segments) or is not equal to s. If q is such a prefix, 
we increment the value in the bin containing length(q)+step-1 in the histogram of s, where step is the step
Figure 1.  Prefix length distribution plots for (a) World 1 and (b) World 2.
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corresponding to p0. Viewing these histograms in slices allows us to see if agents are advancing.  The blue boxes in 
Figure 1 shows prefix path length distributions for the center column of world 1 and world 2.  Since it shows that 
agents leave segments that are farther north at later steps, we conclude that they are advancing.
We develop a local probabilistic graph (see Figure 2) that we can use in a network to estimate the density of the 
population in each segment at each step using the segment prefix length distributions.  More specifically, we learned
transition probabilities such that the differences between the segment prefix length distributions of the simulation 
and the segment prefix length distributions obtained from the network graphs are minimized. 
In the next section, we look at two example worlds and show that the prefix length distributions and networks of 
simple probabilistic graphs are effective representations of swarm dynamics.
3. Results
We present the results of modeling two robot swarm simulations.  We started by producing prefix length
distributions for the segments of each world and then using the distributions to learn simple probabilistic graphs. 
Finally, we compare the occupancy predictions from the probabilistic graphs and the actual occupancy from the
agent path data gathered from the grid world.
In what follows, we visualize prefix length distributions using box plots and stepwise occupancy using heat
maps.  Each box in the plots shows the path prefix length statistics from the histogram of a single world segment. 
Each heat map shows the density of agents inside each world segment and as well as outside of all segments.  The
heat map grey scale values are normalized to maximize the visibility of the density in each segment later in the
simulation when values are low while minimizing distortion.
Figure 2.  The probabilistic graphs for (a) World 1 and (b) World 2.
Figure 3.  (a) Pattern 1; (b) Pattern 2
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3.1. Path Prefix Length Distributions
The path prefix length distribution for all segments gives us an idea of when the majority of agents were leaving
the segment.  When examined together we see a picture of how agents flowed through the world over time.  Each
world has a single target pattern applied to each of its segments.  Targets are represented in a cell
The patterns used are shown in Figure 3.  World 1 and World 2 have Pattern 1 and Pattern 2 applied to all of its
segments, respectively. World 2 has several isolated diagonal areas that are open to the bottom and right sides of the
world while World 1 is relatively open between all adjacent segments.
The prefix length distribution plots for the center segment column of World 1 and World 2 are shown in Figure 1.  
section.  We gave the segments coordinates and placed the origin at the bottom-left segment.  The plots show the
path length plotted against the segments at ordered pairs (2,y), 0 \ . This can be interpreted as path lengths upon
segment exit of agents leaving increasingly northward segments. Notice how the boxes get a bit higher as the y
coordinate of the segments increases.  This means that the mean and median values for the path prefix length
increase as y coordinate increases. In other words, for a given segment, the step in which the average agent exits the
segment increases with the vertical position.  This indicates that the agents are moving up through the segments as
the step increases.  Hence, the path prefix lengths for each segment are a static, succinct representation of agent
behavior in the world over time.
Figure 4 visualizes the actual occupancy from the grid simulations. As an example, take a look at the first 
occupancy map on the left. This shows the segment densities at step 10.  Notice that, the bottom of the blue box for 
the first row is around 5 in Figure 1 suggesting that the greatest flow of agents out of the first row and into the
second began around step 5.  Then the dark first row and the bright second row at step 10 in Figure 4 shows that
many of them are moving into the second row from the first row around step 10. Figure 1 also shows that the
greatest flow of agents out of row two occurs shortly after step 15, and Figure 4 shows there is a large number of 
agents in row three at step 20.  It can also be seen that the flow out of row three really starts to take off just after step
20 and the agents are just beginning to arrive in row 4 in step 20. As far as World 2 goes, Figure 1 suggests that the
agents are exiting the first row between the 10th and 30th steps and onward, and it is apparent in Figure 4 that they 
until after step 20, and
Figure 4 confirms that.
Figure 4.  Actual occupancy for steps 10,15, and 20 for (a) World 1 and (b) World 2.
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3.2. Networks of Simple Probabilistic Graphs
allow us to predict 
the agent behavior. What we end up with is a relatively simple model of swarm behavior in a given world that can
be manipulated for the purposes of analysis, all without having to run and examine 10,000 individual simulations. 
The probabilistic graphs used to predict behavior in World 1 and World 2 are shown in Figure 2. The inside node
reflects somewhat the inside of a segment and the north, south, east, and west nodes reflect the border cells
of a segment.  However, unlike an agent in a real segment, depending on the graph topology, an agent may not be
able to return to the inside node once in an exit.  And some topologies have agents transition directly to the
inside node of neighboring segments, while others move from the exit of one segment to the exit of another.  A
node ([ x, y], node) is a virtual node in a local graph that specifies that an agent that reaches this node leave the 
graph they are in and enter node node of the segment at ordered pair (x x,y y).  For example, an agent in
segment (2,2) transitions into the ([0,-1],inside) node, leaving them at node inside of the segment at ordered 
pair (2,1).  Topologies were chosen for their ability to represent the swarm in a world of a given pattern. The
transition probabilities in Figure 2(a) show a tendency to move north (0.47) and those in Figure 2(b) show a
tendency to move east (0.54). The probabilistic graphs are adjacent in a network wherever their segments would be 
adjacent in the worlds.  These networks of probabilistic graphs can be navigated and simulated in order to answer
questions about the world.
The plots for the networks are shown in Figure 1 in red.  As far as fidelity goes, the networks do a decent job of 
emulating the path prefix length distributions for the segments of the simulation.  This begins to demonstrate the 
potential effectiveness of the approach.  However, the stepwise occupancy visualizations for the networks shown in 
Figure 5 add further support. While swarms in the occupancy visualizations for the networks may be slightly 
ambitious they Other than moving slightly faster than the
actual occupancy, we see exactly what we expect.
3.2.1. Predicting the Expected Number of Steps Required to Reach a Location
With the probabilistic graphs we can begin to make predictions. For starters, as shown in Figure 2, we can 
examine the transition probabilities of the probabilistic graphs to get an idea of the overall tendency of agents to
move in one or more directions. We can also generate the box plots of prefix length distributions from the
probabilistic graphs.  Then we have all of the usual tools that come with box plots available to us, whether the boxes
are short or long or perhaps they are closer or farther apart as x or y increases.  Finally, we are able to use the
probabilistic graphs to generate occupancy maps that allow us to predict swarm behavior.  For example, the heat
map for step 15 in Figure 5(a) predicts that the swarm will not make it much farther than the 4th row.  Even more,
the majority of agents are predicted to be in rows 2 and 3. This is confirmed in Figure 4(a), where we see that most 
of the agents are in fact in rows 2 and 3 at step 15.  Figure 5(b) predicts that the swarm will never venture into (or 
Figure 5.  Predicted occupancy for steps 10, 15, and 20 for (a) World 1 and (b) World 2.
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beyond) any segment at ordered pair (x,y), x y, by step 20.   In fact, it predicts that they will not make it past row 2 
by step 20.  Figure 4(b) shows that this is the case. 
4. Future Work 
Future work will involve modifications to the graphs or the information that we are using to learn them in order 
to improve their accuracy.  We are also interested in making the probabilistic graphs more robust to the nuances 
introduced by world boundaries, making predictions about worlds created using more than one patterns, making 
predictions about worlds using patterns that pose more. 
5. Conclusion 
In conclusion, the design and analysis of swarm robotic systems may benefit from the approach presented here.  
These simple worlds raise many questions due to their surprising complexity.  Improving our approaches to problem 
solving in these simple worlds may provide insight into swarm modeling and analysis in continuous and relatively 
open environments.  The path length distributions and simple probabilistic graphs model local behavior and the 
networks of the simple probabilistic graphs can predict global behavior.  Finally, their human readable nature makes 
them ideal for answering interesting questions or raising alarms at a glance. 
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